
Acts 8:26-39 

Today’s is a disturbing passage from the Book of Acts. Everything is turned on its head. 

The eunuch in our story, a man who has been castrated to be able to be employed to 

guard the women at the Ethiopian court, turns the question itself on its head as instead of 

asking: Can I be baptised?, he asks: What can stand in the way of my being baptised? 

Paul Bellan-Boyer in his blog entitled ‘The Word goes where it will’ replies: ‘Well, 

almost everything. The eunuch is missing the sign of the covenant (circumcision) for 

Jewish males. And, missing his testicles, he would not have been permitted in the Temple 

to worship. He could never be a "full member." Philip, who is not an apostle, is not 

clearly authorized to go out on his mission, or to baptize. (Note how in 8:1 the dispersion 

from Jerusalem is the result of persecution, not an apostle-planned mission strategy, and 

how in 8:44 the Jerusalem apostles follow Philip to Samaria to ensure that he is doing 

things right, especially regarding baptism.)’
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So what can stand in the way of the eunuch being baptized? Everything! According to the 

book, it can’t possibly happen! But in fact the whole of the Acts of the Apostles is more 

of the same.  

In the same blog we read: ‘the book of Acts is misleadingly titled. Its traditional name, 

"Acts of the Apostles," is true enough – except the apostles are not the ones driving the 

action. One sees the apostles busy organizing a reform movement and new, 

communitarian institutions based in Jerusalem. But the book instead shows the Holy 

Spirit continually calling into action the people who make up this new assembly, blowing 

the breath of God into new and distant places and bringing new, boundary-pushing 

people into fellowship with Jesus. The Spirit, not bound by human constraints ("we've 

never done it that way before"), is continually pushing the limits of who God welcomes 

and where this good news is to be proclaimed.’
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In the age of division and fragmentation, in the world where groups and nations want to 

self-govern rather than cooperate, in the world where the other is not welcome – be it 

transgender teens, black population in the States, Poles and Romanians in the UK, Syrian 

refugees across Europe – this is a convicting passage. If you like to abide by the law and 

apply reason to everything you do, you’re not going to like it. Because when so many 

across the world define themselves by the exclusion they offer, this text calls us to 

inclusion. It calls us to apply the law of love and compassion to everything we do.  

One such visible sign of inclusion and unconditional welcome is the sign of baptism 

whereby we welcome others into our church, into our family of God, into our hearts. And 

yet even this – solidarity with one another in Christ – we find so difficult.  

This year marks the centenary of the Balfour Declaration, a single paragraph in a letter by 

Arthur James Balfour which read: ‘His Majesty's government view with favour the 
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establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their 

best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood 

that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing 

non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in 

any other country.’ To help the Church reflect on it, the World Mission Council and the 

Church and Society Council have produced a joint report to the upcoming General 

Assembly. It says: ‘this report recognises how deeply western Christians and western 

governments have been, and still are, implicated in this conflict. It seeks to convey an 

understanding of how the stories and suffering of both Israelis and Palestinians are deeply 

intertwined with our own history.’
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The report points out that international players have always had huge influence over the 

political situation in the Holy Land. From the Balfour Declaration to financial 

contributions to the Palestinian Authority which doesn’t enjoy any major support from 

Palestinians themselves but in fact abuses their human rights mainly through detention, 

our country’s, as well as other players’, role in the conflict has been highlighted.  

The report sums up the current situation by saying: ‘Although settlements are not the only 

obstacle to peace, [divisive political] statements (...) and what appears to be a consistent 

and systematic policy of land acquisition by the Israeli Government have created a 

scenario in which peace appears unachievable. The current situation between Israel and 

the Palestinian people is untenable and unsustainable not only for the disenfranchised and 

occupied Palestinians, but we believe also for the long term security and wellbeing of 

Israel as a nation-state. (...) 

Hind Khoury, General Secretary of Kairos Palestine (...) suggested that there was a need 

to accept that the peace process has failed. She said that the destruction of Gaza is 

complete, Palestinian Industry has shrunk by 13%, agriculture by 25% and that she 

estimated the occupation costs as much as $10 Billion a year. In this situation she said “it 

is not what you say that is important, it is what you do: in a situation of hopelessness, it is 

what you do that brings hope.” (...) 

Those people living in the West Bank under daily occupation, and experiencing 

restrictions on movement, were convinced that their time was running out. They feared 

that the longer nothing changed, the more the occupation would be normalised, and the 

less land would be left to negotiate over as displacement and settlement expansion 

continued unabated. There are the voices of those in Gaza for whom it may already feel 

too late.’
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The report is self-convicting. It reflects on the Church of Scotland presence in the Holy 

Land since 1830s and asks an important question: are we effective in our promotion of 
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justice and peace? It recognises that being present in this land of conflict as an institution 

compromises us in some ways – like banking and sourcing of goods.  

Taking into consideration all of the above the World Council of Churches called on all its 

member churches, including ourselves, to listen to the Palestinian Christian voices and 

support all non-violent ways, including economic measures, of bringing the occupation to 

an end.  

Maybe we need to ask the eunuch’s question – what can stand in the way of us standing 

side by side with our brothers and sisters in Christ? What can stand in the way of us 

loving our neighbours wherever and whoever they are? Is that where the Spirit is leading 

us? I pray that God can break down the barriers we create in our own hearts and minds as 

the General Assembly debates the report in a couple of weeks time and as we consider 

our own personal witness. What does it mean for us as we will sing in a minute ‘for 

everyone born a place at the table, to live without fear and simply to be, to work, to speak 

out, to witness and worship, for everyone born the right to be free’? To God be the glory 

as we ponder these questions in silence. Amen.  


